3. Three-quarters of a century back, under the warrant of 1804.
These are the chief landmarks in the history of the department.
The warrants in question not only affected the pay, but created and abolished various ranks, the tendency being, however, gradually to diminish the number of different grades, and to make length of service furnish the chief emolument. Into the question of rank I do not propose to enter, as it does not affect the matter under consideration, except in so far as it gives claim to certain rates of allowances.
In speaking of the administrative grades, it will be understood that I include in these the inspectors-general and deputy inspectorsgeneral of hospitals, now styled surgeon-general and deputy surgeon-general. All grades below these are considered executive officers. Some exception may perhaps be taken to the method of estimating the chances of promotion to the administrative grades, the value being apparently so small, but I do not see how any higher value could accurately be attached to them.
I have not made any special estimate of the value of the administrative appointments in India; but I think on the whole that the amount would be comparatively small, and would hardly affect the results in an appreciable degree. In like manner the value of half-pay in case of sickness, and of pensions to widows and chil- Is.
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